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FORMAL CONCEPTS AND RESIDUATION ON MULTILATTICES
*BLAISE B. KOGUEP NJIONOU, **LEONARD KWUIDA, ***CELESTIN LELE
ABSTRACT. LetAi :“ pAi,ďi,Ji,di,Ñi,Kiq, i “ 1, 2 be two complete residu-
ated multilattices, G (set of objects) andM (set of attributes) be two nonempty
sets and pϕ, ψq a Galois connection between AG
1
and AM
2
. In this work we
prove that
C :“ tph, fq P AG
1
ˆ AM
2
| ϕphq “ f and ψpfq “ hu
is a complete residuated multilattice. This is a generalization of a result by
Ruiz-Calviño and Medina [RM12] saying that if the (reduct of the) algebras
Ai, i “ 1, 2 are complete multilattices, then C is a complete multilattice.
1. INTRODUCTION: FCA AND FUZZYFICATION
In the theory of fuzzy concept analysis, the underlying set of truth values
is generally a lattice. Medina and Ruiz-Calviño proposed in [RM12] a new
approach of fuzzy concept analysis by using multilattices as underlying set
of truth values. Multilattices were introduced by Benado [Bm55]. The main
idea is to relax the requirement on the existence of least upper bounds and
greatest lower bounds, and to ask only that the set of minimal upper bounds
and the set of maximal lower bounds of any pair of elements are non-empty.
In this paper, we show that residuation on multilattices can be useful in fuzzy
concept analysis to evaluate the attributes and objects. Especially, we will
use the adjoint pair in a residuated multilattice to built a residuated concept
multilattice. We organize the present contribution as follows: in Section 2 we
recall some notions of Formal Concept Analysis and multilattices. In Section 3,
we apply the ordinary sum construction to create a new residuated multilattice
from the old ones and prove that every bounded pure residuated multilattice
has order equal or greater than 7. We also briefly show how Medina and Ruiz-
Calviño used multilattices as truth degree sets. Section 4 is .
2. CONCEPT LATTICES AND MULTILATTICES
A formal context is set up with the sets G of objects,M of attributes and a
binary relation I Ď GˆM . We denote it by K :“ pG,M, Iq, and write pg,mq P I
or g Im to mean that the object g has the attribute m. In the whole paper
we assume that G and M are non-empty. To extract knowledge from formal
contexts, one can get clusters of objects/attributes called concepts. The Port-
Royal Logic School considers a concept as defined by two parts: an extent
and an intent. The extent contains all entities belonging to the concept and
the intent is the set of all attributes common to all entities in the concept. To
formalize the notion of concept we need the derivation operator 1, defined on
1
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A Ď G and B ĎM by:
A1 :“ tm PM | g Im for all g P Au and B1 :“ tg P G | g Im for all m P Bu.
A formal concept is a pair pA,Bq with A1 “ B and B1 “ A. The set of formal
concepts of K is denoted by BpKq. It forms a complete lattice, called concept
lattice of the context K, when ordered by the concept hierarchy below:
pA1, B1q ď pA2, B2q :ðñ A1 Ď A2.
Recall that a lattice is a poset in which all finite subsets have a least upper
bound and a greatest lower bound. A lattice is complete if every subset has a
least upper bound and a greatest lower bound. For any subsetX of Lwe denote
by
Ž
X its least upper bound and by
Ź
X its greatest lower bound, whenever
they exist. For X “ tx, yu we write x_ y :“
Ž
X and x^ y :“
Ź
X .
For any context pG,M, Iq the pair p1,1 q forms a Galois connection between
PpGq and PpMq and c : X ÞÑ X2 a closure operator (on PpGq or PpMq, ordered
by the inclusion). Recall that a closure operator on a poset pP,ďq is a map
c : P Ñ P such that
x ď cpyq ðñ cpxq ď cpyq for all x, y P P.
A pair pϕ, ψq is a Galois connection between the two posets pP,ďq and pQ,ďq
if ϕ : P Ñ Q and ψ : QÑ P are maps such that
p ď ψq ðñ q ď ϕp for all p P P and for all q P Q.
In general we will call any pair pp, qq a concept if ϕp “ q and ψq “ p, whenever
pϕ, ψq is a Galois connection. The maps ϕ ˝ ψ and ψ ˝ ϕ (denoted ϕψ and ψϕ
for short) are the corresponding closure operators on P and Q respectively. An
element p P P is closed if ψϕppq “ p. Similarly q P Q is closed if ϕψpqq “ q.
Objects, attributes or incidences can be of fuzzy nature. Several sets of truth
degrees have been considered, starting from the interval r0, 1s [ZL65] to lat-
tices [GJ67], multilattices [MOR13] and residuations on these structures. In
[RM12] Ruiz-Calviño and Medina investigate the use of multilattices as un-
derlying set of truth-values for attributes and objects, and prove that the set
of all concepts is a multilattice. We will use residuated multilattices as the set
of truth-values to evaluate attributes and objects, and show that the set of all
concepts in this case is a residuated multilattice.
Multilattices generalize lattices and were introduced byMihail Benado [Bm55].
Let pP,ďq be a poset and x, y P P . We say that x is below y or y is above x,
whenever x ď y.1
Definition 1. [RM12] A poset pP,ďq is called coherent if every chain has
supremum and infimum.
Definition 2. [MOR07] A poset pP,ďq is called a multilattice or m-lattice if
for any finite subset X of P , each upper bound of X is above a minimal upper
bound of X and each lower bound of X is below a maximal lower bound of X .
For any subset X of P , we denote by \X (resp. [X) the set of its minimal
upper bounds (resp. maximal lower bounds). In general, \X and [X could
be empty (when they are not empty, the multilattice is said to be full) . But if
pP,ďq is a bounded finite poset, then\X and[X are non-empty. ForX “ tx, yu
1We also accept that any element is below and above itself.
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wewrite x\y and x[y instead of\X and[X . When\X or[X is a singleton it
will be consider as an element of P , i.e., we write \X P P or [X P P instead of
\X Ď P or[X Ď P . If pP,ďq is a lattice andX a finite subset of P , then the set
of upper (resp. lower) bounds of X is non-empty and has exactly one minimal
(resp. maximal) element, namely _X (resp. ^X). Moreover, any upper (resp.
lower) bound of X is above (resp. below) _X (resp. ^X). Thus any lattice is a
multilattice with \X “ t_Xu and [X “ t^Xu. We call a multilattice pure if
it is not a lattice.
FCA can be seen as applied theory of complete lattices. Below is how the
completeness can be carried out to multilattices.
Definition 3. [MOR07] A poset pP,ďq is a complete multilattice 2 if for all
X Ď P , the sets \X,[X are non empty and each upper bound of X is above an
element of \X and each lower bound is below an element of [X .
K
a b
dc
J
K
a b
dc
FIGURE 1. A complete multilattice (left) and a non complete
multilattice (right).
On Figure 1 we can see the smallest bounded poset that is a complete multi-
lattice but not a lattice. We will usually refer to it as the multilattice ML6. All
finite lattices are complete lattices, and all finite bounded posets are complete
multilattices.
In the framework of multilattices, the concept of homomorphism has been
originally introduced by M. Benado [Bm55].
Definition 4. [Bm55] A map h : P Ñ P 1 between multilattices is said to be a
homomorphism if hpx \ yq Ď hpxq \ hpyq and hpx [ yq Ď hpxq [ hpyq, for all
x, y P P .
When the initial multilattice is full, the notion of homomorphism can be
characterized in terms of equalities.
Proposition 1. [CCMO14] Let h : P Ñ P 1 be a map between multilattices
where P is full. Then h is a homomorphism if and only if, for all x, y P P ,
hpx\ yq “ phpxq \ hpyqq X hpP q and hpx[ yq “ phpxq [ hpyqq X hpP q.
A homomorphism h will be called an isomorphism when it is one-to-one
homomorphism.
2In [RM12] the authors defined complete multilattices as coherent posets pP,ďqwith no infinite
antichain and \X ‰ H ‰ [X for all X Ď P .
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In [MOR07], J.Medina, M. Ojeda-Aciego and J. Ruiz-Calviño defined two dif-
ferent types of submultilattices, namely : full submultilattice (or f-submultilattice)
and restricted submultilattice (or r-submultilattice).
Definition 5. [MOR07] Let pP,ďq be amultilattice andX be a nonempty subset
of P .
(i) X is called a full submultilattice (f -submultilattice) of P if for all
x, y P X , x\ y Ď X and x[ y Ď X (SML-1).
(ii) X is called a restricted submultilattice (r-submultilattice) of P if
for all x, y P X , px\ yq XX ‰ H and px[ yq XX ‰ H (SML-2).
It was proved in [MOR07] that if X is a full submultilattice of a multilat-
tice P , then equipped with the restriction of the partial order from P , X is
a multilattice on its own right. However, this is not the case for restricted
submultilattices.
Proposition 2. Every pure and bounded multilattice contains a restricted sub-
multilattice isomorphic to ML6.
Proof. Let pP,ďq be a pure and bounded multilattice. Then, there exists at
least two elements x, y P P such that x\y is not a singleton. Let a, b P x\y with
a ‰ b. If a\ b and x[ y are singleton, it is enough to choose tx[ y, x, y, a, b, a\
bu as an isomorphic copy of ML6, which is indeed a full submultilattice of P .
Otherwise, fix an element z P x [ y and another element c P a \ b. Then
tz, x, y, a, b, cu is a restricted submultilattice which is isomorphic to ML6. 
A pure and bounded multilattice does not always contain a full submultilat-
tice isomorphic to ML6, as the following example shows.
Consider the multilattice depicted in the following Hasse diagram.
J
h
sssssss
i j
❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
d
ttttttt
f
ttttttt
❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
g
❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
a
sssssss
b
sssssss
❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
c
❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
K
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
rrrrrrr
FIGURE 2. A pure bounded multilattice with no full submultilattice .
All the restricted submultilattices of this multilattice isomorphic toML6 are:
S1 “ tK, a, b, d, f, iu;S2 “ tK, a, b, d, f, hu;S3 “ tK, b, c, f, g, iu;S4 “ tK, b, c, f, g, ju;
S5 “ ta, h, i, d, f,Ju;S6 “ tb, d, f, h, i,Ju;S7 “ tb, f, g, i, j,Ju;S8 “ tc, f, g, i, j,Ju;
S9 “ tK, a, c, j, h,Ju. None of these is a full submultilattice.
Now that we know what a complete multilattice is, we are ready to introduce
residuated multilattices. These will serve as truth degree sets to evaluate
objects and attributes.
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3. RESIDUATION AND TRUTH DEGREE SETS
The structures of truth values in fuzzy logic and fuzzy set theory are usually
lattices or residuated lattices (see [GJ67, HP98, HU96]). Particularly in fuzzy
concept analysis, residuated lattices are used to evaluate the attributes and
objets. But the necessity of the use of a more general structure arise in some
examples. In [RM12] multilattices are used as the underlying set of truth-
values in FCA.
Definition 6. [JT02] A structure A :“ pA,ď,J,d,Ñq is called pocrim (par-
tially ordered commutative residuated integral monoid) if pA,ď,Jq is a poset
with a maximum J and pA,d,Jq is a commutative monoid such that for all
a, b, c P A,
p;q ad c ď b ðñ c ď aÑ b.
Any pair pd,Ñq satisfying p;q is called a residuated couple or an adjoint
couple on pA,ďq.
The following properties hold in any pocrim and for the properties of com-
plete residuated lattices, we refer to [JT02]A.
For all a, b, c P A,
P1 ad b ď a and ad b ď b;
P2
"
ad paÑ bq ď a ď bÑ pad bq
bd paÑ bq ď b ď aÑ pad bq;
P3 a ď bô aÑ b “ J;
P4 a ď b ùñ
$&
%
ad c ď bd c,
cÑ a ď cÑ b,
bÑ c ď aÑ c;
P5 aÑ pbÑ cq “ bÑ paÑ cq;
P6 paÑ bq d pbÑ cq ď aÑ c;
P7
$&
%
aÑ b ď pad cq Ñ pbd cq
aÑ b ď pcÑ aq Ñ pcÑ bq
aÑ b ď pbÑ cq Ñ paÑ cq
A pocrim is bounded if it also has a lower bound, usually denoted by K.
Residuated multilattices were introduced in [CCMO14].
Definition 7. [CCMO14] A (bounded) residuated multilattice (write RML
for short) A is a (bounded) pocrim whose underlying poset pA,ďq is a multilat-
tice. A complete residuated multilattice is a pocrim whose underlying poset
is a complete multilattice.
To obtain a general procedure to construct new residuated multilattices, we
will extend the ordinal sum construction of pocrims to residuatedmultilattices.
First, we recall the construction of the ordinal sum of pocrims. Let pA,ďA
,dA,ÑA,JAq and pB,ďB,dB,ÑB,JBq be two pocrims. Consider the set C :“
pA > Bq{tJA ” JBu (that is the disjoint union of A and B with JA and JB
identified) and define ď on C by x ď y if x, y P A and x ďA y, or x, y P B and
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x ďB y or x P AztJAu and y P B. Define d andÑ on C by:
xd y “
$’’&
’’’%
xdA y if x, y P A
xdB y if x, y P B
x if x P AztJAu and y P B
y if y P AztJAu and x P B
xÑ y “
$’’&
’’’%
xÑA y if x, y P A
xÑB y if x, y P B
JB if x P AztJAu and y P B
y if y P AztJAu and x P B
Then pC,ď,d,Ñ,KA,JBq is a pocrim, called the ordinal sum of A and B and
denoted by A‘B. Note that in A‘B, AztJAu is below every element of B. Our
goal is to apply this construction to create new RML from old ones. The first
step in this process consists in identifying the smallest pure RML.
In what follows in this part, our aim is to prove by contradiction that there
is no pocrim structure on ML6 and to give an example of pocrim structure on a
pure complete multilattice with 7 elements.
Lemma 1. Suppose that the multilattice ML6 is endowed with a pocrim struc-
ture pML6,ď,d,Ñ,K,Jq. Then the implicationÑ is given by Table 1 below.
Proof. We shall use repeatedly the fact that in any pocrim y ď x Ñ y and
xÑ py Ñ zq “ y Ñ pxÑ zq hold.
(i) Since c ď dÑ c ‰ J, then dÑ c “ c. Similarly cÑ d “ d.
(ii) Note that since b ď c Ñ b and b ď d Ñ b, then c Ñ b P tb, c, du and
d Ñ b P tb, c, du. We narrow down the possibilities further. Note that
c Ñ b ď c Ñ d “ d, hence c Ñ b ‰ c. Likewise, d Ñ b ‰ d. Thus
c Ñ b P tb, du and d Ñ b P tb, cu. We show that c Ñ b “ b and d Ñ b “ b
by showing that the other combinations lead to contradiction.
– If cÑ b “ b and dÑ b “ c, then
c “ d Ñ b “ d Ñ pc Ñ bq “ c Ñ pd Ñ bq “ c Ñ c “ J, which is a
contradiction.
– If cÑ b “ d and dÑ b “ b, then
J “ d Ñ d “ d Ñ pc Ñ bq “ c Ñ pd Ñ bq “ c Ñ b, which implies
that c ď b. This is impossible.
– If cÑ b “ d and dÑ b “ c, then
J “ a Ñ c “ a Ñ pd Ñ bq “ d Ñ pa Ñ bq. So d ď a Ñ b ‰ J, hence
d “ a Ñ b. Now, J “ a Ñ d “ a Ñ pc Ñ bq “ c Ñ pa Ñ bq “ c Ñ d,
which is again a contradiction.
Since a and b play symmetrical roles, we deduce cÑ a “ a and dÑ a “
a.
(iii) Since b ď aÑ b, then aÑ b P tb, c, du. Again, we show that aÑ b P tc, du
is impossible. Indeed, if aÑ b “ c, then
J “ cÑ c “ cÑ paÑ bq “ aÑ pcÑ bq “ aÑ b, which is impossible.
Similarly, if a Ñ b “ d, then J “ dÑ d “ dÑ pa Ñ bq “ aÑ pdÑ bq “
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a Ñ b, which is the same contradiction. Hence, a Ñ b “ b. The proof
that bÑ a “ a is analogous.
(iv) It remains to show that aÑ K “ b, bÑ K “ a and cÑ K “ dÑ K “ K.
Note that a d b ď a, b, so a d b “ K. Thus, a ď b Ñ K and b ď a Ñ K.
On the other hand, b Ñ K ď b Ñ a “ a. Hence, b Ñ K “ a and a
similar argument shows that a Ñ K “ b. Finally, observe that a, b ď c,
so c Ñ K ď a Ñ K, b Ñ K. Hence, c Ñ K ď b, a and consequently
cÑ K “ K. The verification that dÑ K “ K is similar.
We have justified all the entries of the following table. 
Ñ K a b c d J
K J J J J J J
a b J b J J J
b a a J J J J
c K a b J d J
d K a b c J J
J K a b c d J
TABLE 1
Proposition 3. There does not exist a residuated multilattice structure onML6
extending its existing partial order.
Proof. By contradiction suppose that there exist d and Ñ such that pML6,ď
,d,Ñ,K,Jq is a residuated multilattice. Then by Lemma 1, Ñ is given by
table 1 above.
Since ad a ď a, we have ad a P tK, au.
If a d a “ K, then a d a ď b and a ď a Ñ b “ b (Table 1), which is a
contradiction.
Suppose a d a “ a. Since a ď c, we have a “ a d a ď a d c ď a. Hence,
a d c “ a. From a ď d, we have a “ c d a ď c d d ď c, d. Because c and d are
incomparable, cd d “ a. It follows that d ď cÑ a “ a (Table 1), which is again
a contradiction. 
Combining Proposition 2 and Proposition 3 we obtain that every bounded
pure RML has order greater than or equal to 7. The next example shows that
there is indeed a bounded pure RML of order 7, which shall subsequently be
denoted by RML7, with the operations d andÑ defined in the following tables.
Now that we have setup a smaller pure RML, we can give the structure on
the set of all mappings from a non-empty set to a residuated multilattice.
Given a residuated multilattice A and a nonempty set X , we will denote
by AX the set of all mappings from X to A. An order on AX as well as the
operations d,Ñ are defined pointwise: i.e., for f1, f2 P AX we have
‚ f1 ď f2 :ðñ f1pxq ď f2pxq for all x P X ,
‚ pf1 d f2q pxq :“ f1pxq d f2pxq, for any x P X ,
‚ pf1 Ñ f2q pxq :“ f1pxq Ñ f2pxq, for any x P X .
Lemma 2. Let A be a complete residuated multilattice and X a nonempty set.
Then
`
AX ,ď,d,Ñ,J,K
˘
is a complete residuated multilattice.
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K
a b
dc
e
J
FIGURE 3. A complete residuated multilattice.
d K a b c d e J
K K K K K K K K
a K a K K a K a
b K K b b K K b
c K K b c K K c
d K a K K d K d
e K K K K K a e
J K a b c d e J
Ñ K a b c d e J
K J J J J J J J
a b J b J J J J
b a a J J J J J
c K a b J d J J
d K a b c J J J
e d e d e d J J
J K a b c d e J
TABLE 2. Of d (left) andÑ (right) on RML7
Proof. Trivially,ď is an order relation onAX . The map Ú: x ÞÑ J is the greatest
element of AX and the map Û: x ÞÑ K is the smallest element of AX . For
f1, f2, f3 P A
X , we have
f1 d f2 ď f3 ðñ pf1 d f2qpxq ď f3pxq, @x P X
ðñ f1pxq d f2pxq ď f3pxq, @x P X
ðñ f2pxq ď f1pxq Ñ f3pxq, @x P X
ðñ f2 ď f1 Ñ f3
We still need to define \ and [ on AX . For all x P X , the sets f1pxq \ f2pxq
and f1pxq [ f2pxq are non-empty. By the axiom of choice, define mappings
f\ : x ÞÑ f\pxq P f1pxq \ f2pxq and f[ : x ÞÑ f[pxq P f1pxq [ f2pxq. Each map f\
(resp. f[) is a minimal upper (resp. maximal lower) bound of tf1, f2u.
Generally, given tfi|i P Iu a non-empty subset of AX , for all x P X ,
\tfipxq|i P Iu and [tfipxq|i P Iu exist and they are non-empty. Hence, by
the axiom of choice, we can define the mappings f\ : x ÞÑ f\pxq P \tfipxq|i P Iu
and f[ : x ÞÑ f[pxq P [tfipxq|i P Iu. 
Let pA1,ď1q and pA2,ď2q be two complete multilattices, G and M two non-
empty sets (of objects and attributes), and pϕ, ψq a Galois connection between
pAG
1
,ď1q and pAM2 ,ď2q. Recall that a concept is a pair ph, fq P A
G
1
ˆ AM
2
such
that ψpfq “ h and ϕphq “ f . Concepts are ordered by
ph1, f1q ď ph2, f2q :ðñ h1 ď1 h2por equivalently f1 ě2 f2q
.
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Theorem 1. Let pAi,ďiq, i “ 1, 2 be two complete multilattices, G and M be
two non-empty sets and pϕ, ψq be a Galois connection between pAG1 ,ď1q and
pAM
2
,ď2q. Let H Ď A
G
1
, F Ď AM
2
and C the set of concepts of AG
1
ˆAM
2
. Then
(i) [ψpF q Ď ψp\F q and [ϕpHq Ď ϕp\Hq.
(ii) The poset pC,ďq of all concepts of AG
1
ˆ AM
2
is a complete multilattice,
with:Ű
jPJ
phj , fjq :“ tph, ϕphqq;h P [thj | j P Juu andŮ
jPJ
phj , fjq :“ tpψpfq, fq; f P [tfj; | j P Juu.
Proof. (i) Let h P [ψpF q; i.e. h is a maximal lower bound of ψpF q. For all
f P F , we have h ď ψpfq, and ϕh ě ϕψpfq ě f . Thus ϕh is an upper
bound of F , and is by then above a minimal upper bound of F . Thus
there is f0 P \F such that ϕh ě f0. For any f P F we have f0 ě f
and h ď ψϕphq ď ψpf0q ď ψpfq. Thus h, ψϕh and ψf0 are all lower
bounds of ψpF q. From the maximality of h we get h “ ψϕh “ ψf0, and
h P ψp\F q. Thus [ψpF q Ď ψp\F q. The inclusion [ϕpHq Ď ϕp\Hq
follows immediately.
(ii) Let CJ :“ tphj , fjq | j P Ju be a set of concepts. We need to show
that CJ has a maximal lower bound, and that any lower bound of CJ is
below a maximal lower bound of CJ . First, because [thj | j P Ju and
[tfj; | j P Ju are non-empty, the sets tph, ϕphqq;h P [thj | j P Juu and
tpψpfq, fq; f P [tfj; | j P Juu are non-empty. Let h P [thj | j P Ju. We
have h ď hj and fj “ ϕphjq ď ϕphq, for all j P J . Therefore, ph, ϕphqq ď
phj , fjq, for all j P J . That is ph, ϕphqq is a lower bound of CJ and by
the maximality of h, it is a maximal lower bound of CJ . And because
h ď ψϕphq ď ψϕphjq, for all j P J , by the maximality of h, we have
ψϕphq “ h. Hence, ph, ϕphqq is a concept.
Similarly, we prove that, for any f P [tfj; | j P Ju, pψpfq, fq is a
concept and it is a minimal upper bound of CJ .

We are going to show that starting with two complete residuated multilat-
tices A1 and A2, the set of concepts again forms a complete residuated multi-
lattice.
4. RESIDUATED CONCEPT MULTILATTICES
From now on, Ai :“ pAi,ďi,Ji,di,Ñi,Kiq, i “ 1, 2 are complete residuated
multilattices, G is a set of objects (to be evaluated in A1), M is a set of at-
tributes (to be evaluated in A2), and pϕ, ψq is a Galois connection between AG1
and AM2 . Further we denote by C the set of concepts, ExtpCq the set of extents
and IntpCq the set of intents. i.e
C :“ tph, fq P AG
1
ˆAM
2
| ϕphq “ f and ψpfq “ hu,
ExtpCq :“ th P AG
1
| ph, ϕphqq P Cu “ th P AG
1
| ψϕphq “ hu,
IntpCq :“ tf P AM2 | pψpfq, fq P Cu “ tf P A
M
2 | ϕψpfq “ fu.
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The operations di and Ñi are defined componentwise on AG1 and A
M
2
. Let Ûi
and Úi be the constant maps with values Ki and Ji: i.e. for g P G and m PM ,
Û1 pgq “ K1, Û2 pmq “ K2, Ú1 pgq “ J1 and Ú2 pmq “ J2.
For any h P AG
1
and f P AM
2
we have
hd1 Û1 “ Û1, hd1 Ú1 “ h, hÑ1Ú1 “ Ú1 and
fd2 Û2 “ Û2, fd2 Ú2 “ f, f Ñ2Ú2 “ Ú2 .
We are interested in constructing a residuated couple on pC,ďq; We are looking
for a suitable product (d) and implication (Ñ) such that
ph1, f1q d ph2, f2q ď ph3, f3q ðñ ph1, f1q ď ph2, f2q Ñ ph3, f3q.
Lemma 3. Let h1, h2 P A
G
1
, f1, f2 P A
M
2
, and pϕ, ψq a Galois connection. Then
(1) ψϕph1 d1 h2q “ mintψpfq | f P AM2 and h1 d1 h2 ď1 ψpfqu
(2) ϕψpf1 d2 f2q “ mintϕphq | h P AG1 and f1 d2 f2 ď2 ϕphqu
(3) ψϕph1 Ñ1 h2q “ maxtψϕphq | h P AG1 and hd1 h1 ď1 h2u
(4) ϕψpf1 Ñ2 f2q “ maxtϕψpfq | f P AM2 and f d2 f1 ď2 f2u.
Proof. Let pϕ, ψq be a Galois connection.
(1) Let h1, h2 P AG1 . We set H :“ tψpfq | f P A
M
2 and h1 d1 h2 ď1 ψpfqu. and
F “ tf P AM
2
| h1 d1 h2 ď1 ψpfqu and get H “ ψpF q.
Since h1 d1 h2 ď1 ψϕpÚ1q “Ú1, it follows that Ú1P H and ϕpÚ1q P
F . We claim that H has a least element. In fact, for all ψpfq P H ,
h1 d1 h2 ď1 ψpfq. Therefore there is a maximal lower bound h of H
such that h1 d1 h2 ď1 h. Thus h P [H “ [ψpF q Ď ψp\F q, and there is
f0 P \F such that h “ ψpf0q. Hence, h P H and h P [H . Henceforth h
is the smallest element of H . Moreover, from h1 d1 h2 ď1 ψϕph1 d1 h2q
we get ϕph1 d1 h2q P F and ψϕph1 d1 h2q P H . It follows that
h1 d1 h2 ď1 ψϕph1 d1 h2q ď1 ψϕψpf0q “ ψpf0q “ h,
and ψϕph1 d1 h2q “ h “ minH .
(2) Similarly, the set tϕphq | h P AG
1
and f1d2 f2 ď2 ϕphqu is non-empty and
has a least element, namely ϕψpf1 d2 f2q, for any f1, f2 P AM2 .
(3) Let h1, h2 P AG1 . We set H “ tψϕphq | h P A
G
1
and hd1 h1 ď1 h2u. Then
H “ tψϕphq | h P AG1 and hd1 h1 ď1 h2u
“ tψϕphq | h P AG
1
and h ď1 h1 Ñ1 h2u
Ď tψϕphq | h P AG
1
and ψϕphq ď1 ψϕph1 Ñ1 h2qu, ψϕ isotone operator
Thus ψϕph1 Ñ1 h2q is an upper bound of H . Moreover, h1 Ñ1 h2 ď1
h1 Ñ1 h2, then ψϕph1 Ñ1 h2q is in H .
Thus, ψϕph1 Ñ1 h2q “ maxtψϕphq | h P AG1 and h ď1 h1 Ñ1 h2u.
(4) The proof is similar to 3.

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Let h1, h2 P AG1 and f1, f2 P A
M
2
. We define the operations b1, b2, Ñ1 and Ñ2
as follows:
h1 b1 h2 :“ ψϕph1 d1 h2q h1 Ñ1 h2 :“ ψϕph1 Ñ1 h2q
f1 b2 f2 :“ ϕψpf1 d2 f2q f1 Ñ2 f2 :“ ϕψpf1 Ñ2 f2q.
Observe that the operations b1 andÑ1 are defined on all pairs h1, h2 P AG1 but
their results are in ExtpCq. Similarly, the operations b2 and Ñ2 are defined
on all pairs f1, f2 P AM2 but their results are in IntpCq. We can then infer that
ph1 b1 h2, ϕph1 b1 h2qq “ pψϕph1 d1 h2q, ϕph1 d1 h2qq is a concept and also that
ph1 Ñ1 h2, ϕph1 Ñ1 h2qq “ pψϕph1 Ñ1 h2q, ϕph1 Ñ1 h2qq is a concept. Similarly,
pψpf1 b2 f2q, f1 b2 f2q and pψpf1 Ñ2 f2q, f1 Ñ2 f2q are concepts.
It is obvious that the operations bi, i P t1, 2u are commutative. Now, let us
look about their associativity and the residuated couple needed.
Lemma 4. Let pϕ, ψq be a Galois connection. If ExtpCq and IntpCq are closed
under Ñi then pbi,Ñiq, i “ 1, 2 are residuated couples and b1 and b2 are
associative.
Proof. Let h1, h2, h3 P AG1 such that h1 b1 h2 ď1 h3.
h1 b1 h2 ď1 h3 ùñ h1 ď1 ψϕph1q P tψϕphq | h P A
G
1
and hb1 h2 ď1 h3u
ùñ h1 ď1 maxtψϕphq | h P A
G
1 and hb1 h2 ď1 h3u
ùñ h1 ď1 maxtψϕphq | h P A
G
1 and ψϕphd1 h2q ď1 h3u
ùñ h1 ď1 maxtψϕphq | h P A
G
1
and hd1 h2 ď1 h3u
ùñ h1 ď1 maxtψϕphq | h P A
G
1
and h ď1 h2 Ñ1 h3u
ùñ h1 ď1 ϕψph2 Ñ2 h3q “ h2 Ñ2 h3.
Henceforth, for all h1, h2, h3 in AG1 we get
h1 b1 h2 ď1 h3 ùñ h1 ď1 h2 Ñ1 h3.
The converse holds if h3 and h2 Ñ1 h3 are closed. In fact,
h1 ď1 h2 Ñ1 h3 ðñ h1 ď1 ψϕph2 Ñ1 h3q
ùñ h1 ď1 h2 Ñ1 h3, assuming h2 Ñ1 h3 closed
ðñ h1 d1 h2 ď1 h3
ùñ ψϕph1 d1 h2q ď1 h3, assuming h3 closed
ðñ h1 b1 h2 ď1 h3.
Thus pb1,Ñ1q is an adjoint couple on ExtpCq, if ExtpCq is closed underÑ1.
Similarly, we can proved that pb2,Ñ2q is an adjoint couple on IntpCq, if it
is closed underÑ2. We still need to check the associativity of b1 and b2. Let
h1, h2, h3 in AG1 . Then
ph1 b1 h2q b1 h3 “ ψϕpph1 b1 h2q d1 h3q
“ mintψpfq | f P AM2 and ph1 b1 h2q d1 h3 ď1 ψpfqu,
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and
h1 b1 ph2 b1 h3q “ ψϕph1 d1 ph2 b1 h3qq
“ mintψpfq | f P AM
2
and h1 d1 ph2 b1 h3q ď1 ψpfqu.
It is enough to prove that the sets
H1 “ tψpfq | f P A
M
2
and ph1 b1 h2q d1 h3 ď1 ψpfqu
and
H2 “ tψpfq | f P A
M
2
and h1 d1 ph2 b1 h3q ď1 ψpfqu
are equal. Let f P AM2 such that ph1 b1 h2q d1 h3 ď1 ψpfq.
ph1 b1 h2q d1 h3 ď1 ψpfq ùñ ph1 b1 h2q ď1 h3 Ñ1 ψpfq
ùñ ψϕph1 d1 h2q ď1 h3 Ñ1 ψpfq
ùñ h1 d1 h2 ď1 h3 Ñ1 ψpfq
ùñ ph1 d1 h2q d1 h3 ď1 ψpfq
ùñ ψϕpph1 d1 h2q d1 h3q ď1 ψpfq
ùñ ψϕph1 d1 ph2 d1 h3qq ď1 ψpfq
ùñ h1 b1 ph2 d1 h3qq ď1 ψpfq
ùñ h2 d1 h3 ď1 h1 Ñ1 ψpfq
ùñ ψϕph2 d1 h3q ď1 h1 Ñ1 ψpfq
ùñ h2 b1 h3 ď1 h1 Ñ1 ψpfq
ùñ h1 b1 ph2 b1 h3q ď1 ψpfq
ùñ h1 d1 ph2 b1 h3q ď1 ψpfq.
Thus ψpfq P H1 ùñ ψpfq P H2.
Conversely, let f P AM2 such that h1 d1 ph2 b1 h3q ď1 ψpfq.
h1 d1 ph2 b1 h3q ď1 ψpfq ùñ h2 b1 h3 ď1 h1 Ñ1 ψpfq
ùñ ψϕph2 d1 h3q ď1 h1 Ñ1 ψpfq
ùñ h2 d1 h3 ď1 h1 Ñ1 ψpfq
ùñ h1 d1 ph2 d1 h3q ď1 ψpfq
ùñ ψϕph1 d1 ph2 d1 h3qq ď1 ψpfq
ùñ ψϕpph1 d1 h2q d1 h3q ď1 ψpfq
ùñ ph1 d1 h2q b1 h3 ď1 ψpfq
ùñ h1 d1 h2 ď1 h3 Ñ1 ψpfq
ùñ ψϕph1 d1 h2q ď1 h3 Ñ1 ψpfq
ùñ h1 b1 h2 ď1 h3 Ñ1 ψpfq
ùñ ph1 b1 h2q b1 h3 ď1 ψpfq
ùñ ph1 b1 h2q d1 h3 ď1 ψpfq.
Thus ψpfq P H2 ùñ ψpfq P H1. Therefore H1 “ H2, and
h1 b1 ph2 b1 h3q “ ph1 b1 h2q b1 h3.

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We can now define the product d and the implication Ñ on the set of all
concepts.
Theorem 2. Let A1 and A2 be two complete residuated multilattices, G and
M two non-empty sets (of objects and attributes) and pϕ, ψq a Galois connection
between AG
1
and AM
2
. Then
C “ tph, fq P AG1 ˆA
M
2 | ϕphq “ f and ψpfq “ guq
is a complete residuated multilattice, if ExtpCq and IntpCq are closed underÑ1
andÑ1 respectively, with
ph1, f1q d ph2, f2q “ ph1 b2 h2, ϕph1 b2 h2qq and
ph1, f1q Ñ ph2, f2q “ ph1 Ñ2 h2, ϕph1 Ñ2 h2qq.
for all concepts phi, fiq, i “ 1, 2.
Proof. In [MOR13] it is shown that pC,ĺq is a completemultilattice. Let ph1, f1q,
ph2, f2q and ph3, f3q in C. From Lemma 4 we know that ph1 b1 h2, ϕph1 b1 h2qq
and ph1 Ñ2 h2, ϕph1 Ñ1 h2qq are concepts. It remains to prove that d and Ñ
satisfy the adjointness condition that is,
ph1, f1q d ph3, f3q ď ph2, f2q ðñ ph3, f3q ď ph1, f1q Ñ ph2, f2q.
This is equivalent to
ph1 b1 h3, ϕph1 b1 h3qq ď ph2, f2q ðñ ph3, f3q ď ph1 Ñ1 h2, ϕph1 Ñ1 h2qq,
which is again equivalent to prove that
h1 b1 h3 ď1 h2 ô h3 ď1 h1 Ñ1 h2.
This is true sinceb1 andÑ1 satisfy the adjointness condition, by Lemma 4. 
We have thus proved that with residuated multilattices we obtain a residu-
ated concept multilattice. Replacing one of the residuated multilattices A1 and
A2 by a residuated lattice, we claim that the set of all concepts is a residuated
lattice in the following corollary.
Corollarly 1. Under the assumption of the hypothesis of Theorem 2, if A1 or
A2 is a residuated lattice, then pC,ĺq is a residuated lattice.
Proof. If A1 is a residuated lattice the multi-infimum becomes a singleton and
is indeed an infimum. Hence, every set has an infimum and so pC,ďq is a
complete residuated lower semilattice with the greatest element element pÚ1
, ϕpÚ1qq. The proof with A2 is similar. 
5. CONCLUSION
By choosing residuated multilattices as set of truth values, we have proved
that the set of concepts forms a complete residuated multilattice.
As next step, we will initiate and study residuated concept multilattices
with hedges. Also, from what was done by Medina et al. [MOR07] on the use
of ordered multilattices as underlying sets of truth-values for a generalized
framework of logic programming, we are planing to extend their finding in the
context of residuated multilattices.
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